
LIdo 
shared Calendar



Need of new tool in the Lido to centralize different needs
 
> A schedule of the classes,  of the spaces and of worktime of teachers
 
> This schedule must be communicated to the students, to the teachers and to the administration 

and techniciens team.
 

Before, all this information was in differents homemade Word documents. Nothing was connected. Which means that : when 
something changed, it was complicated to change it everywhere and to communicate it to everyone.
It was easy to make mistakes.

 

So, with Google Agenda, I create a tool which connect all this information : 

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/r/week/2019/2/8?tab=oc

And we create a Full Calendar by space of this Google Agenda : 
http://www.circolido.fr/planning/planning_lido.html 

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/r/week/2019/2/8?tab=oc
http://www.circolido.fr/planning/planning_lido.html


results
+
I use it everyday
It’s more efficient 
there are less mistakes, 
the information flows better,
 it’s easier to share

-
But it takes time for people to gate used to this new tool, 
Not everybody has the good digital device to read the 
information, 
No information if there is no internet.
I loose all the information if there is a bug

To be continued ! 



LIDO-GRAINERIE
Shared space



LIdo and Grainerie manage together the STudio 3
The “studio 3” is a space at La Grainerie that is provided almost all the time for Lido 
The Lido must share its activities’ schedule with the Grainerie to keep it informed. 
In parallel, the Grainerie can use the studio 

Both structures need to have a view about the disponibility.

The Lido has created a Google calendar by school levels. Every new event would be a lesson that would take place in different spaces 
(including the Studio 3)

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/r/week/2019/2/8?tab=oc

This Google Calendar would be later translated into a Fullcalendar by spaces - the spaces that has been filled in the additional 
information of the lessons (events)
http://www.circolido.fr/planning/planning_lido.html

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/r/week/2019/2/8?tab=oc
http://www.circolido.fr/planning/planning_lido.html


RESULTS
This experimentation hasn’t completely worked for several 
reasons :

- The Grainerie had a calendar tool that worked 
already, so they didn’t have the need to create a new 
Studio 3 Google Calendar

- Technical limitation. The Lido entered the informations 
by school level, and the Grainerie entered it by spaces

Grainerie : calendar = space
Lido : calendar = school level → Events=lessons that 
take place in a space

Google agenda doesn’t transform the Lido’s spaces 
information into the Studio 3 Google Calendar. It does it in 
Fullcalendar but it isn’t really a shared calendar. 

The final solutions will be two tools:

-The Lido will continue using its new tool (they didn’t have any 
before and it works for them)
-The Grainerie will share its Google Sheet calendar by 
creating a reservation protocol.


